
Our growing company is hiring for a quantitative manager. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for quantitative manager

Plan and manage validation projects, coordinating within a larger project
team as necessary
Communicate technical subject matter clearly and concisely, both verbally
and through written communication via model validation reports and
presentations, to individuals from various backgrounds
Developing transaction cost-aware portfolio construction framework
Close collaboration with technology professionals to improve portfolio
management and risk systems (include accurate specification of project
requirements and troubleshooting issues)
Working closely with the trading team in developing and enhancing execution
of systematic strategies with a goal of improving the efficiency of market
access
Presenting research in digestible formats both verbally and in writing
Lead quantitative scientists, transforming real-world clinical data into
actionable insights using robust statistical methods and compelling data
visualizations
Develop and mentor Quantitative Sciences talent
Carry out original, implementable financial research that forecasts market
returns and generates alpha for our clients
Focus on developing new and improving existing equity forecasting signals
incorporating trend, mean reversion and fundamental insights
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Strong computing development skills, particularly statistical and database
modeling tools (SAS, SQL, QRM, MATLAB, Access/VBA, ), ability to adapt to
various programming languages and environments
Management of mutual expectations from interaction with other areas
Strong understanding of infrastructure and processes required for enterprise
wide statistical data management is required
Knowledge of clinical trial protocol design and clinical development statistics
methods is preferred
Strong knowledge of medical and regulatory document construction and
submissions processes is preferred
Experience managing internal and external teams in fast paced, complex,
global environment is required


